Placing its focus on the ways that (white) ethnic affiliation is put into practice in a luxury economy, this chapter constitutes in part a response to Jane Desmond's call for 'further research on tourist industries as crucial arenas of public culture where embodied notions of identity are sold, enacted, debated, and occasionally contested'.
1 Beginning in the mid1990s, and moving forward to the present, I examine a variety of popular American cultural discourses that conceptualize Ireland as a national site in which one can re-make or fortify one's 'family values'. While in previously published work, I have tracked the correlations in broadcast media between an American obsession with family values and fantasized versions of Irishness, arguing that Irishness has repeatedly been linked to a kind of 'ethnic enchantment', this essay extends these observations in light of celebrity discourse, material culture and a clear expansion of the upper end of the Irish tourist market perceptible to American consumers.
2
The fantasy status of Ireland in American entertainment news and celebrity journalism shifted decisively in the period of the Celtic Tiger. As the cachet of Irishness surged, accounts of celebrity tourism and property ownership in Ireland proliferated, with a large number of film, television, fashion and popular music stars making publicized visits to Ireland, sometimes to shoot films, sometimes to purchase or consider purchasing property, sometimes to vacation. Numerous accounts cited travel to Ireland by celebrities in the process of negotiating transitional moments in their careers and the positioning of Ireland as an antidote to professional difficulties and family or couple dysfunction. In a remarkable number of cases, accounts of celebrity tourism in Ireland centre on stars who had recently weathered scandal associated with disrupted families and/or couples. From Marlon Brandon to Elizabeth Hurley and from Julia Roberts to Mia Farrow, a large number of celebrities turn up in Ireland not long after public revelations of personal crisis.
In the late 1990s, a romanticized, restorative Ireland increasingly served as the setting for celebrity weddings, a trend that perhaps culminated with the extraordinarily lavish nuptials of Victoria Adams and David Beckham at Luttrellstown Castle in 1999.
3 To some extent, such celebrity behaviour has 'trickled down' to the American middle class through the mainstreaming of destination weddings in Ireland. Where stars seek privacy in Ireland, non-celebrities would seem to be differently motivated, yet what the celebrity and non-celebrity destination wedding frequently hold in common is the apparent recognition that Ireland is a place in which one can legitimately perform aristocratic privilege. Accordingly, one American travel agency which specializes in arranging tours to Ireland for the purpose of 'antiquities, heritage, weddings, reunions and vow renewal' bills itself under the name Patrician Journeys Inc. 'Where Dreams Become Reality', and at the Posh/Becks wedding the celebrity pair famously presented themselves to their guests seated on thrones. Even as a moderate post-Celtic Tiger waning of interest in 'all things Irish' may be setting in (and the effects of the weakened dollar on tourism starting to be felt) destination weddings in Ireland appear to be thriving. Irishweddings.com, for example, boasts that over 120,000 people have visited and availed of the services offered by its merchant members.
This chapter analyses the 'double displacement effect' of bridal tourism identified by Mary G. McDonald, who observes that the global tourist wedding industry moves 'social rituals to distant stages' and overwrites 'prior social landscapes at the destination '. 4 Toward that end I also incorporate Laws of Attraction (2004) , a film which contrives to bring its stars to an Irish castle who then discover themselves inadvertently married after a night out, analysing how the setting of ritualized, quasi-aristocratic behaviour in Ireland continues up to the present moment.
5 Analysis of this and other texts will help elucidate the nature of the 'laws of attraction' that continue to govern the relationship between American identity and Irishness in popular culture formulations.
Scandal, recovery and celebrity real estate in Ireland
Bearing in mind how tourism and concepts of national identity are inflected by other contemporary phenomena such as stardom, it is evident that Ireland has been constituted in celebrity discourse as a national reference point in opposition to various forms of contemporary disorder. In the 1990s Ireland was regularly situated as a cultural location where
